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Performing Arts Center 
Propelled 
by Kathie Godf� 
The proposal of a performing 
arts center for GSU was part of a 
deliberate strategy to elicit large 
private donations for the project. 
said Dr. William H. Dodd, GSU 
Foundation CEO, in an interview 
1811181)' 13. 
•we wanted to attract large 
contributions to the university, 
invite people to make signiftCant 
contributions and offer them their 
names inside the cemer, • Dodd 
said. 
-we knew that if we had pro­
posed a library instead: said 
Dodd, "we were not going to get 
those kinds of commitmenls from 
donors.• 
In 198�. several years after 
GSU fust eliminated its program 
in theater, the provost appointed 
a university-wide task fon::c to 
advise him on what the university 
community should do with the 
drama workshop. (The drama 
workshop is the university's cur­
rent �lack bo • lbca&er that am 
be reconfigured to accomodate 
the the varied demands of experi­
mc� theater.) 
Dodd said that from the begin­
ning, the capital campaign for the 
cemcr was relalcd to the GSU's 
community service although it 
woukl ultimately relate to stu­
dents. Dodd also said that the eco­
nomic development initiative 
represented by the center was 
what attmcted the attention of 
Sen. Aldo DeAngelis, a donor 
and supporter of the center. 
-ne [DeAngelis] saw it primar­
ily as an economic development 
initiative for the entire area, • 
Dodd said, •1 believe most of the 
investors saw the impact that tbis 
would ultimately have on tbe 
area.• 
The GSU Foundation mised 
S 1 .8 miUion in privlle cloDIDms 
for the buildill8 of the RqioMI 
Center for Technolo&Y and the 
Perfol'lllin8 Ads. 
Dr. William Dodd 
The original proposal for the 
performing arts cenlcr, presenlal 
in 1985, was expanded to include 
a state-of -the-art technolo&Y cen­
ter to enhance the university's 
current capability for satellite 
video coad'aenc:iDg. 
Dodd said be thought the tele­
conferencing aspect of the cemcr 
would be particularly exciting to 
the business community and to 
the companies that are competing 
effectively in our global econ­
omy. 
"They could brin8 lllnciRds 
people into the facility wbo coukl 
be tJaincd by someone localcd in 
Osaka,. Dodd said. "That's the 
kind of thins that could happen. • 
Dodd said that while he  
couldn't predict every single use 
for the technolo&Y tbat the aa­
tive community, both student and 
regional, might explore once they 
understood the capabilities of the 
cemer, he believes that the exis­
teosc of the center wiD represent 
a challenge for both studems aud 
faculty. 
"'ne of the things that we say 
in our mission statement is that 
we want to internationalize our 
curriculum,· Dodd said. ·wen, 
we now [will] lave the facility. • 
As Dodd indicates, this is the 
timeforstudclaaad faculty alike 
to develop tbeir proposals for 
center progranuniag aod offer 
them to the Repoaal CeDter 
Comnrission cumaly beilll es­
tablished by Plaident Wolff. 
: 
AD iDu ration of the Regional Ceater for Tedulolqy - die 
Performing Arts. 
Meeting New Friends (And 
Parting With Old Money) 
Teaching Milton On Location 
�U ProfCIIOr Dr. Jeff� L)'lldl prepares to take his tderilioa pat� iato 17th ceatury •thor 
Jolla Miltoa' c:ottqe Ia Ch.oat St. Giles, Eaglaad. :rile villt wu part or the production work for 
tile "Uvlq Llteraeare" coune offered daring the inter trimester at Governon State Uaivenity. 
Tile pablic iiMted to joia Lyach' dilca • from 9 Lm. to aooa Wedaaday For information 
call Dr. David Aiatworth at GSU at (708) 96-7270. 
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Nik's Piks 
By Nicole M. Seibt 
•••Hello fellow laborers!*** 
Yes, I took an extended vacation, but I used my time wisely-1 
re-decorated. "Re-decorated what?" you may be asking. Well, in a 
vain attempt to put my name in lights, I've changed the title of this 
colwnn from "Guvvy's Bits" to Nik's Piks." Why? Mainly because I 
don't write about GSU exclusively like my predecessor; I truly like my 
colwnn to be eclectic. Another newly decorated piece is the column 
itself. Now I'm going to include a section of my own comment before 1 
I give ideas on places to go and things to do. ENJOY! 
Earthquakes. Record breaking days below freezing. Blizzards. Is 
this the beginning of the end or is Nature trying to tell us she's pissed 
off? 
Whatever the answer, I'm just glad I'm not part of the masochistic 
television crews around the nation who have risked their health (not to 
. mention their lives) to cover these "News-breaking stories." I can't say I that I myself did not indulge in their masochistic charm. I spent my 
entire Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday laying in front of the television 
with my eyes glued to the devastation. ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN was 
the chant that sang through my head when conversation or destruction 
scenes became dull My regular exercise routine was even skipped for 
fear that I might miss some big calamity. 1 
I know it sounds sad, but my story is one that can be shared by 
millions of people across the United States. This past week I don't 
know what was more important. being a cameraman or the President. 
OLD VEHICLE =TAX WRITE-OFF .. The National Kidney Foun­
dation of Illinois, Inc. is accepting donated vehicles for an auto cam­
paign. The value of the vehicle donated can be used for your tax records 
as a donation. To donate, call 1-312-663-3103 or 1-800-9-KIDNEY. , 
NKF will send you and Auto Donor Forn1.. arrange for their tower to 
pick-up the \'Chicle free of charge. and you will receive your receipt 
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GSU Chronicle 
Information gathered by S.M.A. Students; Michele Wieringa, Leigh Mitrick, Frank Trevino, Matt 
Schmidt and Sal Medica 
Fourth Annual Disability Awareness Day is on Thursday, January 27. Our theme is "We Can Do It 
Too." The activities for this day will include exhibits, entertairunent and an evening symposium conducted 
by Dr. David Yaseen. Hours are from noon to 7 p.m. in the Hall of Governors and the symposium is 7 p.m. 
to 8:30p.m. in the Hall of Honors. Questions? Call Rita Nagy at 534-4557. 
Fund Finder - Scholarship Search software available at reference desk in the University Library. 
Bora and Blues - Modern Klezmer Jazz Fest is Saturday, February 19 at 7 p.m. Anita M. Stone JCC's 
Charlene Davis Memorial Theater is Located at 3400 West 196th Street in Flossmoor. Tickets are $10 with 
advanced purchase (708-799-7650) or $13 at the door. 
Prairie State CoUege Writer's Club is seeking peorns, short stories, and art work for it's new literary 
magazine - The Arcanum. Send to PSC Writer's Club, 202 S. Halsted. Chicago Heights. IL. 60� I I  or call 
708-709-3535. 
Graduate Assistants Needed for Winter Trimester -Please apply at the Dean's office in the College of 
Business and Public Administration. 
Student Life Ad\isory Council's Special E\·ents Committee is looking for student members to ass1st in 
planning the 1994 African American History Month activities. Call Rita Nagy at 53�455� for more 
information. 
GSU Job Locator, Joanne Sandberg, helps students in finding 11art time emtliO)ment on and 
off-campus. Call Ext. 5700 or stop by during office hours. Monday through Friday 8.30 a.m to 5 p m (Some 
extended hours available.) 
Full-Time Jobs Li ·ted Outside Room E1500 (Dh·ision of Humanities and Social Sen ices) Or visit 
Career Services in room C350 . Hours arc Monday through Thursday 8:30a.m. to 7 p.m .. Friday 8.30 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. and Saturday 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Free Housing Info and Assistance. Visit room A21 00 or call 534-4550 and ask for Paula. 
and Tax Deduction Form. Cars. trucks, vans, motorcycles. and trailers Research lnternsbi(lS and/or Partisan Staff Internships and/or Science Writing Internships in the lllinois 
arc accepted. 1 General Assembly. Call Kent Redfield in Springfield (217) 786-6602. Applications deadline is March I. 
I l-
GOTTAPLOW! El Almandariz Undergraduation Science Fellowships in Hcrpctoloro. Dr. Scholl Graduate and Undcr-
1 graduate Science Scholarships at the Lincoln Park Zoological Gardens in Chicago for Summer 199-l. Deadline 
for all applications is March 14. For information write to Science Fellowships. Director of Conser. ation and 
Science. Lincoln Park Zoological Gardens, 2200 North Cannon Drive. Chicago, IL. 60614. 
f MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. 
I CELEBRATION -1994 
by Pam Bax 
On January 17, New Faith Baptist Church in Matteson welcomed 
GSU President Paula Wolff as the keynote speaker for the celebration 
of the birth of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr .• martyr to the cause of civil' 
rights for all African Americans in the United States. Keynote speaker' 
for the GSU celebration of Dr. King's birthday on January 20 was Dr. 
Frank Thomas 
The jux1apositioning of the two keynote speakers for these events 
was no accident. The university and the African American commuruty 
in the south suburbs acknowledge their interrelatedness Led by the 
ideals expressed o often by Dr. King and recalling his many years 
struggling against discrimination for peaceful integration in the United 
States. the south suburban African-American community and Gover­
, nors State University arc determined to put into practice Dr. King's 
goals. 
Smce she came to GSU as president in 1992, Paula Wolff has 
promoted the accessibility of higher education to non-traditional stu-ldents of all races and educational backgrQunds. She is following 
Martin Luther King Jr.'s principles. Dr. King fought for equality in 
education for his people. Governors State remains the least expensive 
state university in Illinois. an education option available to its many 
struggling minority students. 
In Dr. Thomas' address to the unive�ity community, he stated: "Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. recognized that the enemy was not on the 
outside -- but in the hearts, in the minds and in the thinking of our souls. 
The enemy is hate and hate often involved his twin brother -- violence,' 
and these two have very little to do with things on the outside -- these 
were internal realities and enemies within the soul." 
Dr. Thomas emphasized that in order to remove hate and violence. I we must foster three atttitudes on the inside of people. "Individuals 
must emphasize rights balanced by responsibility. We must emphasize 
comparison over empathy, and we must choose love over hate." 
Under the dynamic leadership of Paula Wolff and the Governors 
State University community and Dr. Frank and the African-American 
community of the south suburbs, opportunity for change arises. This 
coalition. the university and the African-American community, hope 
to create a new reality in line with Dr. King's conviction as expressed 
in his 1965 Nobel Peace Prize acceptance speech: "I bclivc that 
unarn1ed truth and unconditional love will have the final word in 
reality." • 
GSU Gospel Choir meets on Tuesdays at 7:30p m. in room E2117. 
All Professional and Aspiring Musicians: GSU Jazz Ensemble meets Wedncsda� nights 7 to 9 p.m. in 
the University Theater or call Ext. 4010. 
I MODEL UN TEAM READYING FOR N.Y. 
by T. Dean Fidao 
GSU's American Model United 
·Nations team is gearing up for an­
, other exciting and eventful Spring 
in New York. After finishing a 
successful bout at the AMUN's 
annual Chicago conference. rep­
resenttng the United Kingdom 
(between November I I  through 
14. 1993), the team will be head­
i n g  for the  cast  coast  in 
March/April 1994. and the Simu­
lations will take place at the real 
United Nations. The GSU team 
will role play Algeria. 
At the Chicago conference last 
November (under Dr. Levinson's 
tutelage (POLS)), the GSU team 
put together and helped pass a 
joint-resolution while effectively 
defending the UK. The team was 
made up of students from various 
academic backgrounds. l11c dele­
gallon of seven also included two 
top students who s erved a s  
AMUN staff: Erin Moran and 
Luke Helm Jr The team mem­
bers were. Karren Fam1cr (head 
delegate). Phil Coduti (won UK 's 
case against China at the ICJ). Jim 
Jeske and Kim Ziegler (General 
Assembly's defensive champi­
ons). Curt Bromund (ECOSOC}, 
Varghese Mathews (Special 
Committees). and Dean Fidan and 
Bill Jones (Security Council) 
In SUllllll<1I) "we have a strong 
team," says Dr Lednson. "hO\\­
ever. we arc sllll lookmg for more 
students to join us at the N.Y. con­
ference. l11c team is only half its 
site '' ith only sc,·en or eight stu­
dents nO\\ full) committed. We 
need to spread the word. TI1is is an 
exciting learning experience and 1 
it should be shared by all inter­
ested students." Contact Dr 
Le\lnson at 5344578 or top b) 
at the Student We Cente< for] 
more inforn1ation. 
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BEYOND SURVIVAL 
by Pam Ba.'t 
Sexual assault and rape is a terrifying and tragic invasion of an individual's emotional, physical, and 
spiritual integrity. The violent act of rape is a violation of an individual's soul, body, and mind. Recovel)' 
from sex"Ual abuse may take many years. Adults who have been sexually abused as children face many 
emotional and psychological problems, and the challenges to real their wounds and recover from sexual 
abuse requires the support of family and friends. 
National statistics indicate that in 1992 there were 141,000 rapes reported. About half of all the rapes of 
females which were reported were perpetrated by someone known to the victims, and rapes of males 
accounted for about 8 percent (National Crime Victimization Survey, October 1993). The studies of 
prevalence rates among college students who were sexually abused during childhood continues to support 
a high prevalence rate of incest and sex"Ual abuse survivors within the college systems. 
Individuals who were raped in childhood deal with such emotions as fear, loneliness, hurt, powerlessness, 
anger, anxiety,1ow self-esteem, sadness, embarrassment, guilt, and depression. Depression is perhaps the 
most commonly reported symptom among sexual abuse victims. Depression, coupled with guilt about the 
abuse and why it happened to them, can cause individuals to respond negatively to everyday situations when 
they are plagued with memories of the abuse experience. 
Many adults who have been sexually abused as children suffer the aftermath in silence. They have been 
told by the abuser not to discuss the abuse, and many years of blocking out the pain have caused them to 
deal with their issues in silence. 
The long-term effects of child sex"Ual abuse on adults includes isolation and alienation. Many have 
problems in developing social or intimate relationships. Survivors have a fear of intimacy and avoid 
forming relationships. Fear of intimacy is linked to an inability to trust others, coupled with reactions 
relating to fear and hostility toward the abuser. In certain relationships, survivors have negative and hostile 
feelings toward the abusive parent. Further, many survivors express hatred toward the non-abusing parent. 
They feel strongly that the other parent could have stopped the abuser and protected them from the sexual 
abuse. Additionally, many survivors become inadequate in their parental roles because of their sexual abuse 
and may adopt emotional and physical distance from their own children. 
Male sexual victimization remains a neglected topic in terms of assessment for males who have been 
sexually abused. Although both the female and male victims are impacted by such psychosocial influences 
as cultural values and role-expectations, the male victim differs in ways he many interpret, manifest and 
deal with his sexual abuse ex-perience. 
Finally. according to Robert Witchell, editor of "New Directions for Student Services· Dealing with 
Students from Dysfunctional families " a "history of sexual abuse can block students as they confront the 
development challenges to the college years. A student survivor's attempts to develop positive feelings 
about self, productive relationship with others, and healthy life skills are often hindered by the unresolved 
memories of sexual abuse." Students therefore have tremendous difficulty concentrating on their school 
work. and their academic performance suffers greatly because of the effects of sexual abuse. 
ln an attempt to work with students who have been sexually abused, the Office of Student Development 
is forming the Adult Survivors Scx11al Abuse Program (ASSAP). This program is designed to provide a 
safe and comforting atmosphere for individuals to address the salient issues surrounding childhood sexual 
abuse. A SAP's fom1at will be self-help recovery and healing strategies tllrough group discussions, rap 
sessions. and open forums. Participants in ASSAP will decide when, where, and how often the group \\ill 
meet. A confidential, scheduled intervic\\ with a trained and sensitive Student Development Counselor is 
required of all students who wish to participate in the program. 
ASSAP is designed to address the recovery goals that will enable students: 
* to express feelings about the sex"Ual abuse and the abuser; 
* to understand the sexual abuse in ways that are not destructive to the self-image; 
* to reduce the sense of responsibility and guilt for the abuse; 
* to recognize the negative impact that the sexual abuse has o n  feelings about the self and on relationships 
with others: 
* to learn more assertive behaviors and communication skill in sexual and non-sexual situations; 
* to develop more appropriate ways of ex"J)ressing and meeting needs; 
*to learn more healthy life-skills, such as decision-making and how to set limits (Witchell, 1991). 
lf you are unsure whether or not you will benefit from participating in this program, take a few moments 
to assess how much emotional destruction has caused difficulties in certain areas of you life. If you check 
two or more boxes, the AS SAP may benefit you. 
Your Adult Life: 
[] 1. Do you find yourself in destructive or abusive relationships? 
[]2. Do you believe that if you get too close to someone, they will hurt and/or abandon you? 
[]3. Do you expect the worst from people? From life in general? 
[]-l. Do you have a hard time knowing who you are, what you feel, and what you want? 
[]5. Arc you afraid that if people knew the real you, they would not like you? 
116. Do you feel am;ious when you're successful and frightened that someone will find out you are a 
fraud? 
[]7. Do you get angry or sad for no apparent reason? 
[]8. Arc you a perfectionist? 
[]9. Is it difficult for you to relax or have a good ti111e? 
[]I 0. Despite your best intentions, do you find yourself behaving "just like your parents?" (Witchell, 1990 
& Forcward I 990). 
For additional infom1ation on the ASSAP, call Pam Bax, Outreach Counselor, Office of Student 
Development (708) 534-5000 extension 5031. 
Book Aids Search For Inner Wild Woman 
Women Who Run With The Wolves 
by Clarissa Pinkola Estes, Ph.D 
A book rcyicw by A,·alon Zakazakina 
You may have heard of this book. Almost every 
person I know has heard of it, but almost on one has 
read it Women Who Run is a fascinating mix of 
Jungian analytical theories and timeless international 
folk tales, most of which center around women, their 
problems and their triumphs. 
This book is not only very interesting and enter­
taining, it is also very valuable to people in general 
and women in particular. Estes attempts to bring the 
"wild" nature of fcmalc wolves into the "constrained" 
lives of female humans. I know you are thinking, "Oh 
no. not another take-charge self-help book. But, this 
one is really different. 
This book docs not tell you that you have been 
doing it wrong all along. This book simply tells you 
that there may be a more enjoyable, productive way 
of doing it right. So. whether you want to find your 
inner "Wild Woman", or you just want to celebrate 
the joyous human spirit, this is the book for you. 
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The Future Gets High With a 
Little Help From its Friends 
By Avalon Zakazakina 
Have you ever wondered what city life in the future will be like? An 
Italian visionary named Paolo Solcri did, and he put his ideas to work 
in the Arizona desert. 
"Arcosanti" is the name of the project and the city, and it's based on 
a vel)' sound, innovative principle called "Arcology." A marriage of 
architecture and ecology, arcology takes into consideration that the earth 
is not just something that we live on, but also an intrinsic part of our life 
on this planet. Arcology could also be described as "responsible archi­
tecture." 
If you are thinking that this all sounds like the well-publicized 
"Biosphere" project, you are only partially correct. Biosphere is a "city 
in a bubble" based on the premise that the earth will be too polluted to 
live on without protection from the atmosphere. The "miniature world" 
of the Biosphere could also be adapted to sustain life anywhere on the 
planet, no matter how hot, cold, dl)'. or wet. The difference between 
Arcosanti and the Biosphere is that, according to the principle of 
arcology, if cities were planned and inhabited as Soleri's city will be, 
the world would never become so polluted or destroyed as to need an 
enclosed city such as the Biosphere. Cities would live very gently on 
the land, depleting the natural resources as little as possible. The driving 
force behind Arcosanti is prcvention and preservation, not coping with 
the outcome of life on an abused planet. Planning for the site began in 
1965, construction started in 1970, and continues today. 
Evel)' year, thousands of people visit Arcosanti to work, learn, and 
enjoy themselves. Workers are given a period of history and architec­
tural lessons concerning the site, and then they are put to work. Workers 
live in rustic buildings (not tents) during their stay, and all meals are 
served "family style" in large eating areas. But Arcosanti is not just an 
area of work. It is already becoming the city it hopes to be. Festivals, 
such as arts-and-crafts fairs and religious meetings, such as a Summer 
Solstice gathering, are also held at Arcosanti even before its completion. 
While it docs cost to stay and work at Arcosanti, the fee is reasonable, 
minimal, and only pays for the shelter you usc and the food you 
consume. Paolo Solcri supports the project almost 1000/o with the sale 
of bronze bells that he designs and sells world-wide. GSU has several 
of these bells on the campus. They are located in the College of Arts 
and Sciences. English Division The sale of these bells lets the project 
continue and the city expand. You can be a part of this year's expansion. 
20 years ago, a small group of interested GSU students went to tltc 
Arcosanti site ncar Scottsdale, Arizona. The trip was organized and 
headed by Dr. Hugh Rank of the GSU English department The group, 
which consisted of 12 students and Dr. Rank. spent a total of 2 months 
at the construction site. While they were there, they read a number of 
futuristic works and held class while pouring cement to fulfill the 
requirement for a 3-credit class in "Utopian Literature." Even though 
no "official" school trip will be organized this year, Dr. Rank is 
encouraging students to make plans to spend time working and teaming 
in this city of the future. He is also very willing to accommodate 
participating students by offering Independent Study Courses in Uto­
pian Literature or other related subjects. 
Describing the whole ex-perience as "enjoyable," Dr. Rank feels that 
the people you meet at the Arcosanti site are as interesting as the project 
themselves. Besides the expected groups of architecture and ecology 
students, many of the other workers at Arcosanti are "Bohemians" and 
intellectuals. Infom1ation about Arcosanti is posted on the CAS bulletin 
board for all interested parties. Dr. Rank is also a willing source of 
infom1ation. 
So a trip to Arcosanti sounds like the best of all possible worlds: great 
location, lots to do, interesting travel companions, a few college credits, 
and a contribution to the future at a reasonable price. Any of this sound 
good to you? I thought so ... I'll meet you in Arcosanti. 
Artosanti, circa 1975. 
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In a Pig's Eye ... 
INNOVATOR Commentary by Craig Hunt 
If only my 4th grade teacher could see me now ... 
Recently I have become even more disturbed because I can't 
stay at GSU after hours. Having students stay late for 
extracurricular activities is not even an option although public 
safety is only a phone call away. Seriously, why can't we stav 
open later? Are they expecting a crime wave? Who would · 
find us back in the cornfields? Local residents don't even 
know we exist 
The other BGU schools stay open late. Why can't we? 
When I ask why services like the library and the computer lab 
can't stay open longer(at least during finals), I'm told it's 
because they don't have enough moola to stay open longer, in 
fact some are cutting hours. 
What about all the money going into the new Arts Center? I 
hope that someone makes some money off this deal. Making 
money is the reason for it, at least that's the impression I get 
from the administration. It certainly isn't to support the arts, 
or we would have all sorts of people pushing for a theater 
program -- and that's not going to happen. The money should 
be split up among us don't you think? 
I know what I'd do with my cut. I'd spread out among the 
library, computer lab, gym and, of course, the Innovator. If 
they have money, I'm told they can STAY OPEN LONGER! 
Well now they will. People should be delighted but who 
would know, we don't communicate here. Many students 
don't even know what the Arts Center is, but why should 
they? They aren't going to be able to use it. 
My time is up. Here comes security to kick me out for 
staying after school too late again. 
January 27, 1994 
Letter to the Editor 
Proofing Needs Work 
(The following letter appears as submitted.) 
Your variety of topics is entertaining. Perhaps 
more in-put by the student community would 
improve the newspaper a little. Ask more 
questions or ask for suggestions of 
improvement. 
In my opinion, one of the top priorities of any 
newspaper is to have someone proofread 
before printing. Please find enclosed a portion 
of the lastest issue with a few highlites. 
It is apparent with this latest issue that you do 
not have such a person. It should be 
imperative. This issue has multiple errors in 
"typos": spelling, incorrect punctuation, and 
grammar. 
I am certain that the original letters from the 
president, a director (Your Boss!), and a dean 
would not have these errors. 
Probably you are short-handed, work long 
hours and get very tired at deadline, but this is 
no excuse. Hopefully, next issue will be 
"proofed". 
Concerned reader 
Dear concerned reader I 
'l11ank you for your constructiw criticism, 
along with the copy of the last Innovator with 
all errors highlighted It's always nice to 
know there are some of you out there who 
take the time to actually read GSU's student 
newspaper. 
h>r your information, the letters you 
mentioned were riddled with errors, as are 
most of the submissions we receive. You're 
correct, we are short-handed, and deadline 
nights stretch into the wee hours of the 
morning when it's difficult to spot mistakes, 
but again, you're correct -- this is no excuse. 
This paper can only get better, and it will, as 
we continue to receive more help. 
Your letter shows your obvious attention to 
detail, which certainly qualifies you for a 
position as a proofreader on our staff 
Interested? Call Jeff at 534-4517. 
Pftoto Opinion ... 
'Do you tfiin� t/U $J,giona£ Center for 'IecfinoCogy ant£ t/U 
Perfonning Jl.rts wif£ 6enefit stutfents? 
r===-------
Debra Ford, Student at Large 
Yes, if it works the way they're saying it will. I 
believe bringing other theatre companies to 
GSU will help surrounding communities get to 
know us. 
Michelle Valere, COE 
It better because we helped pay for it. 
Glen Sheets, BPA 
What Regional Center? 
Eileen Truszkowski, COE 
The Center will bring a new resource to the south 
suburban area for cultural enhancement It is a facility 
that GSU will share with the community, as well as 
use to the benefit of the student population. 
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Queen's Knight Out 
by J.B. Godfrey As I was reading The King 's 
The King's Indian for the At- Indwn for the Attacking Player, I 
tacking Player by Graham Bur- notice the book was not about 
gess 
Have you noticed within the last 
year there have been three books 
on the King's I ndian Defense 
( K . I .D.)  published? Let 's  see, 
there was The Complete King 's 
Indian, Kasparov on the King 's 
Indian, and now The King 's In­
dian for the Attacking Player. 
Why so many books on the 
King's Indian Defense? One rea­
son is there have been many inno­
vations on the K . I . D .  and the 
second reason is because 
Kasparov has championed the de­
fense and has had great success 
with it. 
c o m m o n  "book k now ledge . "  
What makes this book different is 
that it  covered different ideas 
along with innovations-it 's  not 
the same old rehashed ideas that 
players typically find in opening 
books. The book covered lines 
with Na6 . . .  C5 paw n sacrifice 
lines, and new approaches in the 
Classical Main Line. 
I recommend this book for any­
o ne who play s  the K . I . D .  o r  
against it. Tile book i s  very organ­
ized and the analysis is easy to 
follow. 
In problem 1, white is to move and win. and in problem 2 black is to 
move and win. 
I .  1. c6ch wins the queen since the bishop is on b2. 
2. 1. Nc2ch 2. NxN al=Queen, or 2.  king moves then knight falls on 
g3 . 
a b c d e f 9 h a b c d e f 9 h 
AFFA I RS OF STATE : 
" Condumbs " 
By Terry Crane 
The government. in it's latest attempt to save us from ourselves. has 
developed some new television ads to instruct us all about the merits of 
safe sex. The ads will feature some frank discussions about the usc of 
condoms. I suppose that the government will also tell us just when we 
should usc them and how to put one on. 
The choice for a spokesman wiiJ be important. as these ads will be 
directed at the American youth. I would suggest Richard Gcre and 
Madonna. both of whom have extensive CJto:periencc promoting all sorts 
of various sexual activities. Other choices might include Ted Kennedy 
and any D.C. waitresses or Bill Clinton and well, take your pick. It is 
important to rcali7.c that influential people can sway opinion especially 
in regard to behavior, and hey, aren't kids going to have sex anyway? 
First, let's skip the real big problem here, which is that this is a 
government solution, and move on to what I believe is a false assump­
tion: that kids arc going to have sex. Are they? If they arc, let's  solve 
some other teenage problems right now. "Kids are going to drink and 
drive" - let's just give all kids a six-pack along with car keys. "Kids 
are going to kill each other" -- let's arm all the kids. "Kids arc going to 
disobey authority" -- let them. See how easy that was? 
In the real world, problems arc not that easily solved. Parents realize 
this. but the government apparently docs not. 
"Condoms can stop the spread of AIDS." and "Condoms protect you," 
arc two statements made in these ads. It doesn't occur to the writers of 
these ads that both statements arc patently false. "Condoms can some­
times stop the transmission of AIDS and can sometimes protect you" is 
what the ads should say. In a recent study of condom cffcctivcocss from 
the University of Texas Medical Center, condom effectiveness ranged 
from 46% to 82%. This is a far cry from what the government sponsored 
ads suggest. This really is a bit like playing Russian Roulette with three 
to five bullets instead of one. 
Another problem here is that condoms were never meant to protect 
anyone from a disease, they were designed to prevent pregnancy. 
Strangely absent from the government ads is any talk about absti­
nence. This is, of course, the most effective way to stop the spread of 
AIDS, so why is it not included in the commercials? Condom lobbyists? 
It's not as much fun? A presidential veto? 
Maybe it is because it brings us to the question of responsibility. That 
is what abstinence requires. However, the suggestion of abstinence is 
viewed by many as prudish or u nrealistic. The people who made these 
commercials think so, or else they would have included what is so 
obvious. Of course. any answer what involves personal responsibility 
would deny the government their right to do as much as they can for us. 
I suppose that my parents answered my questions regarding sex so 
that I \\Ouldn't learn about it on a street comer. If you arc depending on 
the govenuncnt for information about safe sex, you're probably better 
orr picking it up on the street comer. 
Speaking "frankly." to teenagers on television is not about saying 
"vagina." "intercourse." or "ooohhh baby," it is about open and honest 
discussion of all the facts. Since AIDS is such a serious and deadly 
disease. isn't a little honesty a small price for the government to pay? 
That's a wrap. 
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MR. UNIVERSE HEALTH TALK 
By John Hansen 
Natural Mr. Universe 
This month's column answers a question from a reader. If anyone else has a question concerning their 
workout progra.m, diet, or anything else related to fitness and nutrition, feel free to submit your questions to 
the Innovator Office. 
Dear John Hansen, 
I was wondering if you could possibly help organize a workout I have been studying workouts as in 
nutrition, rest, aerobic and anaerobic exercise� for about three years. My goals are to slowly and surely lower 
my body fat to about 9 to 1 5%. I have vowed never to overtrain or to give up. I work all body parts to the 
best of my knowledge. My main focus is on glutes and legs. 
I 've been moving my workouts around to suit my work/class schedules. This is my lifestyle and I am 
having a lot of fun with trial and error. 
Now, I 'm not sure if this workout schedule will cause muscle deterioration or i nj uries to joints and 
tendons. Could you please look at this and let me know what you think? 
Thank you 
• Monday Tues4ay Wednesday ThursdaY � Satyqiay 
Shoulders Glutcs Lats Triceps Legs Chest 
Stairmastcr Forearms Stairmaster Obliques Calves Stainnaster 
First of all. thanks for the letter and congratulations on your commitment to make a workout schedule 
part of your lifesty lc. This commitment wiiJ pay off for you not only physically but mentally as well. 
The first thing I can tcU you about your training program is that you are training too often. No one needs 
to train six days a week unless you want to eventually become over-trained. A more efficient schedule to fit 
your needs would be to train no more than 2 - 3 days in a row before taking a day off. 
I also think you can change the order in which you train the individual body parts. Putting together a training 
routine using the push-puB method would allow you to train less days per week, avoid working the same 
muscles repeatedly, and allow for more recuperation to take place. 
The push-pull training routine involves training chest, shoulders, and triceps on one day. legs and calves 
on the next day. and back, biceps and forearms on the third day . The chesl shoulders and triceps all usc 
pushing exercises, while back and biceps arc used in pulling exercises. The leg workout is placed in the 
middle to provide a rest day for the upper body muscles. This routine avoids the mistake of working the same 
muscles indirectly as your routine does. Thus, more recuperating will take place and the chance of injuries 
or over-training will be minimized. 
I would suggest you emphasize using the basic exercises in your workouts. These arc multi-jointed 
movements that usc at lcast 2-3 muscles to complete the movement Examples of basic c. ·crciscs include the 
bench press for the chest, military press for the shoulders. bent-over rows for the back. and squats for the 
thighs. 
Usc 3-4 exercises for large muscle groups like the chest, back and legs and 2-3 exercises for smaller 
muscles like biceps, triceps, and calves. Limit your sets to 3-4 for each exercise. 
For more emphasis on the legs and glutcs, be sure to perform full squats, leg prcsses. lungcs and stiff-leg 
dcadlifts. Although these exercises are usually thought of as only leg movements, the four mentioned above 
place a lot of stress on the glute muscles. 
The stairmastcr will also hit the legs and glutcs but to reaUy develop or firm these areas up, resistance 
training with weights really needs to be utilized. You can vary your aerobic workout with cycling the treadmill 
and fast walking. Best of luck with your training program! 
COM E J O I N 
TH E WI L D LY TA L E NTE D 
AT B U SC H GA R D E N S. 
AU D I T I O N S  
A CASTING CALL THAT COULD TAKE YOU WHERE THE WILD THINGS GO. 
DAN C E R S  
MU S I CIANS 
S I NG E R S - WHO MOVE WELL  
ACTO RS 
SPECIALTY P E R FO RM E RS 
TEC H N IC IANS 
COSTUM E C HARACTE RS 
S EAMSTRESSES AND DRESS E RS 
For further i nformation and helpful tips on auditiOns. plea e cal l  (8 1 3) 987-5 1 69 or write 
to: 
Bw ch Garden 
Entertainment Department 
P.O. Box 9 1 58 
Tampa, FL 33674-9 1 58 
If you arc unable to attend the audition. plea e send your 
re ume and a recent photo along with a videotape (which 
cannot be returned) to the address above. 
Busch Gardens is an F.qual Opponunity Employer WF/DIV 
� 
DuscH GAilDENS. 
TAMPA BAY, FLORI DA 
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ORR OR 
SCOPH 
by Stella 
Taurus (April lO to May lO) . 
Earthy Tanrcans should be· 
realistic about their expectations 
for romantic encounters. Just 
ftnd a �ies yoo h1te and stick 
with it 
... . .  
Gemini (May ·11 to Juae ll) 
Dual·nafuri:d Geminis can 
avoid job � and  burnout by 
keeping a sense of hUmor. When 
otherS laugh ai you.just pretend 
you�rc someone else and join 
theni 
Cancer (June 22 to Ju ly ll) 
Routinc..Joving Cancerians 
sh<>uldn't be afraid to change 
their plans as often as need be. 
No one is listening anyway. 
Leo (Ju ly 23 to Au,.st 22) 
Flashy and dramatic Leos 
will want to dress to show their 
indi\'iduality when making a 
prcscntauon. Just keep in tnioo 
that HaJlowcen is ten months 
away. 
Virgo (Au�rust ll to Sept. 22) 
Anal-retentive Virgos who 
can' t  help organizing anything 
and everything in sight should 
beware. The calendar you clean 
may be your own. 
Libra (Sc]Jt. 23 1o Oct. ll) 
Mercurial Librans will imag­
ine career and romantic possi� 
bilities around every corner. 
Now .l.ba.(s positive thinking. 
I Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 2 1 )  Strong-willed Scorpios must be practical when faced with a 
career opponunity. Especially 
when they 've never actually 
worked eight hours in a row. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to D«. 21)  
It's high time to mix busi· 
ness and pleasure for life-<>f-the­
party Sag1ttarians. !(you want to 
kccp yourjob. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
A mb it ious  Capricorns 
shouldn't overdo it  when calling 
business associates to renew itr 
terest in their projects, We have 
your number. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Doors that were closed to 
dreamy Aquarians wit1 now 
open when they overcome their 
fears of rejection. (and prosecu· 
lion). 
Pisces (Feb. 1 9  to March 20) 
Relaxed Pisccans should re· 
alit..e that family members are 
sure to mlly to their side in time 
of need. Not your need. 1hci.t 
need. 
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Movie Review: The Piano 
By Mary Bernat 
The sign over the ticket booth 
said children under seven could 
enter the fair for free. Having just 
turned seven, I wasn't about to let 
some ticket taker think I was only 
six. And so I cost my poor mother 
the price of an ex1ra admission. 
But I knew the difference between 
right and wrong and I was seven. 
In The Piano, Holly Hunter 
plays a mute woman who commu· 
nicates through her daughter by 
using an intricate fonn of sign lan­
guage. When her daughter starts to 
develop a mind of her own. as 
children around eight years old are 
prone to do, she costs her mother 
more grief than the price of a fair 
ticket. 
Mother  and daughter are 
shipped the 1 1  ,000 or so miles 
between Great Britain and New 
Zealand so Ada could be a mail 
order bride for a vain land specu­
lator. The groom, played by Sam 
Neill, bas waited so long to marry 
that the Maori natives call him 
"Old Dry BaJls." 
Ada and Anna are dumped on a 
desolate beach with all their be· 
longings, including Ada's be­
loved piano. When Old Dry Balls 
arrives the next morning with 
Maori porters, he leaves Ada's pi­
ano on the beach, even trough she 
bas told him, through Anna, that 
she would rather have it than any 
of her other possessions. 
But a neighbor, a land investor 
played by Harvey Keitel, takes 
Ada and her daughter to the piano 
and is swept away by Ada's lush, 
sensuous music. He trades for the 
piano with Old Dry Balls and lets 
Ada play it in his cabin, for a price. 
She can buy back the piano, a 
key at a time, if she allows him to 
take certain liberties with her. It's 
not as mercenary a deal as it 
sounds. He is as wildly sensitive 
as her husband is boorishly civi­
lized. Bartering is just the way of 
life in this time and place. 
The film takes place in the mid 
1 800s when women's tops were 
trussed up and their bottoms were 
bidden underneath hoop skirts. 
But Ada's sensuality oozes out of 
her music which is more like new 
age and nothing at all like the mu­
sic of the period. Romantic and 
rolling, it reflects the surf that 
pounds the shore. It expresses her 
soul in ways that words can't. It's 
no coincidence Ada stopped 
speaking just about when she 
learned to play the piano as a child. 
The love scenes are steamy, like 
their rain forest setting. Green and 
thick and silent, the forest feels 
confming, while the sea and its 
fierce waves seem to go on for­
ever. The cinematography in this 
film is beautiful. 
Written and directed by Jane 
Campion, The Piano won the top 
award at last year's Cannes Film 
Festival. American film critic as­
sociations have chosen Campion 
as best director of the year. 
at Orchestra Hall 
That is not to say it is without 
flaws. I found myself wondering 
what the Europeans were doing in 
New Zealand, since there is no 
sign of commerce. As focused as 
the fllm is on sex-uality, I won­
dered if it was some kind of politi­
cally correct statement to include1 
a homosexual Maori, since thei 
character added nothing to the 
story. Don't ask why Old Dry 
Balls bothered to import a bride 
and leave her unkissed, or why 
Anna bonds with her stuffy step-1 
dad when Ada and the rest of us 
can't. 
It's chemistry, and that is what 
this fllm is about, I suppose. Sex­
ual chemistry, soul to soul mo­
lecular bonding. And how silence 
bas no place in the biosphere o 
life. 
Don't think, just sit back and let 
this luscious love story unfold be­
fore your eyes. 
I give The Piano an A. 
Sunday, February 27 at 3 :00 
Pre-Concert Cmll 'ersation, 1 :30 
HEAR THE �ES1: 
yoUNG MUSICIANS 
BEETHOVEN 
Symphony No. 2 
STRAUSS 
Ein Heldenleben 
IN CHICAGO 
UNDER THE 
DIRECTION Of 
THE BE51: -
CONDUCtORS IN 
THE WORLD - , 
FoR FREE• 
\fxmsored by 17Je J:'lizabetb 1·. Cbeney Foundation 
• Ticket-. arc a,·ailahlc by mail order only. 
• Fill out the fonn helm\ or -.end a lcncr " n h  
your name. addrl'''· da}1imc phon�: number 
and the number of l lt:kct'> rcquc.,tcd. lnmtcd 11 1 
-t per rcqucl\t 
• You mu.,t cnclo.,c a -.tamped . ... clf·addrc.,.,cd 
cm·clopc to rccca\c your ticket .. . 
Mail your reques� �o: 
Civac < )rche.,tra of Chicago 
220 South \1ichigan A\cnue 
Chicago. I I .  6060-t 
��==============��A:�-�-::.-�-�-�- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1\, (UP HE R£ ORDER FORM 
Yes! I would like to attend the Civic Orchestra Concert on February 27. 
"' umber of Tickets: ____ ( l imited to -t per request ) 
�ame __________________________________ _ 
Address _________________________________ __ 
Cit} -------------------- �tate ___ Zap ------
I lome Phone ( __ ) Busines., Phone ( __ ) ---------
OIKm I R.\ H \1 1. + 220 S Ol Ill ;\11UII( o.\\ A\l\l l + ( I l l< ,( o(l, I I. 6060-t GS 
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When Elvis Was King 
by Jeff Dinelli 
ELVIS COSTELLO 
2 1/2 Years 
Whatever his musical proclivity of the 
moment, Elvis Costello has always been 
unthinkable without the late '70's punk 
movement which originally spawned him. 
After � creative breakdown of Mighty 
Like A Rose and most recently his inane 
collaboration with the Brodsky Quartet, one 
wishes to remind him of his 1 977 vow to die 
before he gets old: " I 'd rather kill my­
self ... . I 'm not going to be around to witress 
my artistic decline." Personally, I don't 
care if Costello ever releases another album, 
and the recent news of his reforming the 
Attractions for an upcoming disc has in­
creased my cynisism tenfold. Which made 
this box set a perfect and timely X-mas 
present for me, for I rediscovered why I 
initially fell in love with the nerdy little 
British guy in the first place. 
Rykodisc has d igi ta l ly re mastered 
Costello's first three albums, added out­
takes and studio oddities to each, and 
thrown in the marvelous Liv·e At El Mo­
cambo recording, previously only available 
on bootleg. for good measure. 2 1/2 Years 
is a wonderful collector's item, and it's a lot 
better than listening to 1 989's Spike, or 
anything the guy 's done since 1 986's dou­
ble whammy of Blood And Chocolate and 
l(jng Of America. 
In 1 977 Costello told Nick Kent of New 
Musical Express that his songs are moti­
vated solely by "revenge and guilt," the only 
emotions he understands. That year's debut 
album, My Aim Is True is a brilliant elfort 
that combines wordplay genius ("I said I ' m  
so happy 1 could die/ She said drop dead a nd  
left with another guy"), a bitter rockabilly 
sound, and a punk point of view reduced to 
an evil, ice-cold stare. It's all there: tlte 
hard directness of "Alison" and "(The An­
gels Wanna Wear My) Red Shoes;" the 
doomstruck phrasing of the anti-fascist 
"Less Than Zero" the rythmic punch of his 
pyschotic guitar-organ-bass-drums ar­
rangements. 
Like his punk forefathers, Costello per­
meates his songs with a sense of repression, 
perversity, and raw fury .  But while he 
draws on punk's spirit, he escapes its label. 
With his tuneful drunken wordplay he 
lashes out at love's broken promises and a 
culture's apathy and banality with the nerve 
of a playgrotmd loser who's been kicked 
one too many times. And you know the best 
part? You can dance to il 
This Year's Model is even better, with 
the music of his new-found permanent 
backi ng band, t he Attractions (B ruce 
Thomas on bass, Pete Thomas on drums and 
Steve Nieve on piano and organ), fero­
ciously pushing Costello, who has to keep 
up or be left behind in the dust. Driving 
classics l ike "No Action," "Lipstick Vogue" 
and the Dylanesque "Pump It Up" are catchy 
yet scabrous; Elvis so wierd and menacing 
he comes off as more awe-inspiring than 
loveable. The disc centers around the won­
d e ro u s  bou nce of " R a d i o ,  Radio. " 
Costello's scathing attack of the airwave's 
powers-that -be. 
1 979's Anned Forces is nowhere near 
as open as the two previous efforts, its sup­
pressed, twitching claustrophobia Elvis' ef­
fort to define the times. Often there are two, 
sometimes three vocal tracks that compete 
with the Attractions' onslaught, and when 
the singer isn't overwhelmed, he olfers a 
stark, insightful vision of sexual conflict 
and recrimination. 
Despite critical attempts to paint the al­
bum as an attack on creeping European fas­
cism, Armed Forces 1sn 't so political as it 
is a twisted handbook on how to live in the 
political landscape of the times. "Oliver's 
Army" is a harsh criticism of British impe­
rialism that you can't help but hum along to. 
But rather than being a body of work that 
simply outlines the cruelty and shameless­
ness of politics, the album is more a testi­
mony of personal failure and unsatisfied 
passion. 
Is "Two Little Hillers" a political state- � ,��S£CBl���r4t3�tiriS1 
ment or a portrait of a marital struggle ll(tQCa�!!=!�� 
("Two little Hillers wiiJ fight it out untiV ,....,.._..._.,., 
One little Hitler does the other one's will")? ,..,...._.._.,.1 
Is "Green Shirt" just ano�r love song or ,.._..._.._.,., 
some obscure reference to the green shirts , -_.-.... -_. .. , 
worn by Romania's fascist Iron Guard? � ���� 
The singer is lashing back against his 1:.=-:Xll 
lover's latest accusation when sinister ques- 1:.::-:Xll 
tions emerge from the lurching melody: IXx:ll(]l 
"Better cut off all identifying labels/ Before IXXJI(]I 
they put you on the torture table/ Because IX:IOI(]I 
somewhere in � Quisling cl;nic/ There's a � §����������§§� shorthand typist taking seconds over min-utes/ She's listening in to the Venus line/ 
She's picking out names/ I hope none of 
them are mine." Eerily, Costello sounds 
more like Orwell here than Dylan. 
Costello-heads will be discussing these 1 
questions forever. but one thing's for sure: 
there's definitely a merging of private af­
fairs with the political darkness of the times 
on Anned Forces. The reward at the end 
of all the murk and gloom is the closing 
track, "(What's So Funny ' Bout) Peace, 
Love and Understanding." where you can 
finally just tum up the stereo and enjoy. 
Uv·e At El Mocambo perfectly captures 
the ex-plosive intensity of the Attractions' 
live power, circa 1 978. No party- is com- I 
plcte without this recording, now that it's r-----------------1 
been released on digital format. 
2 1/2 Years allows us to relive, or experi­
ence for the first time, the explosion of this 
Brit1sh phenom into the music scene, earn­
ing yet sneering at cvcl) shred of hype 
thrust upon him. For those of you \\ ith 
beat-up vinyl copies of these masterpieces, 
here's your chance to replace them with 
recordings so clear that if you' re like me. 
you'll  discover things you've never heard 
before (that eene refrain at the end of 
"Chemistry Class" on Anncd Forces is 
"Are you ready for the final solution?") 
And for those of you who are uninitiated to 
the land of Elvis Costello, what better way 
to start? 
J 
Text by William R. Kolstad A�t� �lues 1�t Photos by Rita D. 
Those 01' Man Winter Blues sure have aby, and Shango Rios. They played plenty 
had a grip on the area over the last few of ' Island Music' and such that al most made 
weeks. some of the coldest weather seen in me forget about the temperatures outside in 
these parts in a decade. It's not the kind of favor of lying on a wann sunny Caribbean 
weather that most people go out i n. Well, beach. The combination of the strong per­
as you have probably noticed, I am not most cussion of Mandingo Guadalupe. the guitar 
people, and yes, I did brave the god-awful sty lings of Sta1m Champion, along with the 
however many degrees below zero wind bass, keyboards. and saxophone set up a 
chill and such to sec some live music. On smooth sound that gave me visions of para­
what was one of the coldest weekends of disc. I was particularly impressed with a 
this new year I took the opportunity to warm number where the entire band plays rhythm 
up my soul with the sounds of Roots Rock sticks as an intro to a very slick jant. Occa­
Socicty at McPutts in Midlothian Roots sionally the drummer would abandon his 
Rock Society is a multi-cultural reggae band drum kit and pick up a large bongo drum and 
that plays a wide selection of songs re- walk around the front of the stage. Another 
worked into their own sound. Due to the song that I enjoyed was their reggae styled 
weather the turnout was not great but the cover of the Beatles' Norwegian Wood. 
music more than made up for it. The band Rock Roots Society is a band that has incor­
featurc s  Stann C ha mpio n, Mandingo porated many different styles into their 
Guadalupe, Savage Mann, Vincent Huck- sound quite successfully. Those who wish 
to see them should note that they aren't 
always here but they do play all over the 
area. So check them out next time they 
happen through. 
One of the instruments that is a staple for 
the blues sound would be the harmonica, 
which is sometimes referred to as a harp by 
people in the blues scene. The harmonica is 
one of the original American Blues instru­
ments, mostly because it was relatively in­
expensive and highly portable. There have 
been many great blues harmonica play crs 
through the years, far too many to hst. One 
of the hottest harmonica players in blues 
today would have to be Sugar Blue. I saw 
Sugar Blue at Legends. his show at Legends and quite honestly, I 
was blown away . Sugar on stage is l ike 
Roots Rock Society. 
watching a tornado spin about, grace and 
power combined into an awesome specta­
cle. He uses every inch of the stage that he 
can and when that doesn't give him enough, 
he takes his wireless microphone and har­
monica out into the crowd to play. I have 
seen several harmonica players and heard 
many others and I have never heard some­
one play like him before. He played as­
tounding solos on the harp that would 
redefine what I thought the harmonica 
sounded like. Sugar puts it all into those 
solos, all of his talent, all of his energy, and 
all of his feelings. During his three sets he 
played many songs that had people dancing. 
singing, and having a great time. His band 
featured James Know les on the drums and 
Charles Hosch on bass and backing vocals. 
Vince Agwada played guitar exceptionally 
and sang some backing vocals. The last 
member of the band is guitarist Motoaki 
Makino who played the blues on his guitar 
like he was born to do, smooth and full of 
feeling. As good as they were separately, 
they were even better as a unit, compliment­
ing each other and giving Sugar Blue a 
runway for his harmonica talents to take 
flight from. On some of the songs, \\hen 
they were all playing together, it was hard 
to tell who was maki ng what sound on w hat 
instrument because they blended so per­
fectly. Sugar Blue's career IS starting to 
really bnng him into the forefront of the 
Blues World. He tours all over the world 
and has a DC\\ release on Al ligator Records 
due out here somct1mc 111 March He will 
be playing at Rosa's in Chicago on Fcbrual) 
I I  th and 1 2th. Definite!) an artist I encour­
age you to check out 
, 
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C{)a[entine's CDa! 
9?ersona[s 
Three Lines for Only a $ 1  
r ell Your Loved Ot1es How You . 
Feel with a Few Love Littes, or 
just r ell a Friend 'Hello' 
Mail or br ing in your Love Message, so that it reaches the Innovator (in A2 1 07 ) no 
l ater than Th ur sd ay, F eb. 3 .  Your message will appear in the F eb. 1 0  issue. F or F urther 
Information, Call 534-45 1 7. 
Classified Ads 
Typing 
Services 
P . B . K .  Wordprocess­
ing Services 
You've tried the rest ... now call 
the best 
* Resumes 
*Term papers. dissertations. 
theses 
* AP A. Turabian, and other 
styles available 
I For Sale l l.__w_a_nt_e_d ___. 
THE BES T INCRE AS E  
20 sticks per pack $ 1 .  Minimum 
purchase 5 packs. Black love, 
opium, patchouli, rose, sandal­
wood, jasmine, vani lla, Egyp­
tian musk, blue Nile, cinnamon, 
China rain. frankincense. Free 
incense holder with 1 2  packs or 
more. Add $3 for shipping and 
handling. Send check or money 
order to Cynthia Wiley 5800 W. 
Century #9 1 098 Los Angles, 
CA 90009 Dept. C9 
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY! 
Individuals and student organi-
7.ations wanted to promote hot­
test spring break destinations, 
call the nation's leader. I nter­
Campus Programs 
1 -800-327-60 1 3  
J anuary 27 , 1 994 
WE'LL HELP 
YOU EARN 
$30,000 FOR 
COLLEGE. 
Now the Army can 
help you earn more than 
ever befor,e for college, 
if you qualify . . .  up to 
$30,000 with the Mont­
gomery GI Bill Plus the 
Army College Fund. 
This could be the per­
fect opportunity to earn 
the money you need for 
college and develop the 
qualities that will help you 
succeed once you get 
there. For more informa­
tion, call your local Army 
Recruiter. 
ARMY. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE: 
EXCELLENT 
EXTRA INCOME NOW! 
ENVELOPE STU FFING - $600 - $800 every week 
Free Details: SASE to 
International Inc. 
1375 Coney Island Ave. 
Brooklyn, New York 1 1 230 
* Fast turnaround, Accurate. 
discount rates, delivery 
* References and Laser printing 
* For more i nformation, cal l  Pat 
at 396-28 1 0  
H E A V E N L Y C 0 N N E C T I 0 N S 
Help · War:1ted 
Help Wanted 
Sales Reps. for growing sport sock manu­
facturer. Commiss ion, Incentives, and 
Bonus!  Work your own schedule. Fax re­
sume to: 708-489-5034 or Cal l  
708-489- 1 6 1 7 . 
Mu st have typ_ing 
.
s ki lls a nd' pr�ofi�d ing a bilities. 
Kn owled ge of AP Styl e ana journalism preferred. Cot ... 
l ege Work Study only. Contact Jeff at 534-45 1 7. 
· 
C R U I S E  JO B S  
Student. Needed! 
Eam up to  
$2.000+ /month working 
on Cruise Ships or 
Land-Tour companies. 
World travel (Hawaii, 
Mexico, the Caribbean, 
etc.). Summer and 
FulJ.. Tame employment available. No experience 
neclllllar)'. For more 
information call: 
CJ'IIiu Employrrunt s-icts 
(206) 634-(M6I nL C570'7 
FRATS: SORORITIES 1 
STU�E�JT GROUPS 
Raile as Much as You 
Wcri "' One WHit 
$100 • • •  $600 • • •  $1500! 
MarbtApplic:alionl for the hot­
... credit ard ever - NEW 
CiM MASTERCARD. Uters 
11m IIC Dl!iCOl.NT'S on CM 
CARS! QualifyforREET-SHIIT 
II '94 CMC JIMMY. 
Call l -800-932-0528, ext 65. 
I T H E  B E T T E R  W A � T O  M E E T !  1 -800-469- 7 174 
Loca I 815-469- 7 1 74 
T � r ed oF �ander 1 ng ar ound 
the S l ng l • s �e•n• 
a t � t , ng t o  � t nd t h •  
r 1 gh t p • r son n d  on l y  
� , nd , n.g, F RCX3S 7 
T h e n  ca l l  or wr 1 t e our 
t r a , ned co un s e l or � F or a 
p er � ona l l n t • r v , •w and 
ga i n  con t r o l o� y ou r  
p e r sona l 1 1 � - .  
Con t ac t  HEAVE NL Y 
CONNECT I ON S  be � o r • March 
1 .  1 9 8 4 . Men t i o n t h 1 s  a d  
and r •oe 1 v e 
I N T R O D U C T O R Y  
O f  I E R  
S O % O F F A L L  
S E R V I C E S  
